
 

 
Abstract— The small and medium enterprises (SMEs) are 

exposed to different kind of risks, which should be measured, 
identified, and controlled. Currently, different risk measures 
are used for finance, operation and management strategies. 
Therefore, a model able to identify and analyze different kind 
of risks is required for the enterprise. Then the evaluation and 
treatment of this risk should be done. One of the most popular 
and successful model used for studying enterprise risk is logit. 
In this paper, a model for risk identification in Mexican SMEs 
is presented. Qualitative and quantitative variables in a logit 
method are applied by performing a diagnosis using a Likert 
scale for evaluating enterprise’s areas. Besides, financial ratios 
are also included and relevant variables were obtained using a 
hypothesis test. This model is designed for different kind of 
SMEs, and its application depends on the variables that are 
evaluated. A practical example shows the benefits of significant 
variables that predict risk. 

 
Index Terms— Business failure, financial ratios, logit 

method, scoring. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 

he corporations are surrounded by an economic process 
of high complexity. They are characterized by strong 

concentration of variables and phenomena that influence 
financial development of companies. This is why it is 
recommended to identify and categorize macroeconomic 
variables, as employment, savings, investment, profitability, 
competitiveness, growth, among many others. In the long 
run, all of them are part of the country’s economy. 

Figure 1 shows the set of variables and indicators that 
have an impact on corporate processes for decision taking 
that generate strategies, systems of control for specific 
desired results.  
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Fig. 1. Variable, indicators and processes that affect SMEs 
 
SMEs in Latin America represent a set of multiple 

economic agents that contribute significantly to the creation 
of employment, and even the Gross Domestic Product. 

Most of decisions and results are based on the experience 
of the entrepreneur, especially in the financial area, due the 
fact that they are not supported by appropriate scientific 
tools. 

The responsibility of the shareholders, GEOs, CFOs, and 
managers is to decide to contribute with their own money or 
to apply a leverage strategy; in any case, risk is present and 
should be estimated and minimized [1]. Therefore, the 
financial strategies should be constantly improved all the 
time. As a consequence, the application of best practices of 
control and financial is highly recommended for different 
scenarios in order to make the best decisions. The usage of a 
diagnostic model is essential to identify the weakest areas of 
a company, to recommend actions and mitigate risks.  
Moreover, the availability of a method for measuring 
strategic management decisions would be a plus for 
evaluation of different areas of the organization. 

These facts bring out the necessity of developing and 
implementing financial models that contribute to the 
increase of competitiveness of the SMEs in Mexico. In 
order to identify, study, and control all different types of 
risks, it is necessary to use quantitative and qualitative 
techniques for develop appropriate feedbacks. 

The purpose of this paper is to use the ZETA Analysis 
Method proposed by Altman, Haldeman and Narayanan in 
the Journal of Banking and Finance (1977), as a startup 
model. We intended to identify bankruptcy risk of 
corporations in terms of return of assets, stability of 
earnings, debt service, cumulative profitability, liquidity, 
capitalization and size of the firm.  
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The proposed model will also includes qualitative 

variables such as strategic planning, market behavior, 
production and human resources management.  

The paper is organized as follows. Section two, presents 
research works related with this method. In section three, 
the methodology for achieve the proposed model is 
developed; section four, shows the obtained results by 
applying this model in several SMEs. Finally, in section five 
the conclusions of the paper are presented. 

 

II. RELATED WORKS 

Academic researchers have dedicated to search the best 
corporate failure prediction model. The classical statistical 
methods (multivariate discriminant analysis and logit 
models) are popular methods for the development of 
corporate failure prediction models. Moreover, the 
researchers also used several alternative methods, as a result 
of the progress in computational possibilities and in 
artificial intelligence [2]. 

The pioneer in bankruptcy prediction is Fitzpatrick, with 
his studies about the use of ratio analysis to predict the 
future of the firms [3]. Subsequently, Beaver developed an 
empirical study to identify 79 firms in Moody`s Industrial 
Manual that failed during 1954 to 1964. He suggested a 
methodology for evaluating financial ratios, by a single 
ratio. However, a multi-ratio analysis can be establish, by 
using different ratios for different financial tasks and even 
to improve predictions [4]. Altman selected five variables 
for prediction of corporate bankruptcy. Using multivariate 
discriminant analysis, the variables were: working capital, 
retained earnings, earnings before interest and taxes, market 
value equity, and sales [5]. Wilcox purposed a simple 
theoretical model offering an explanation of Beaver’s 
empirical results, and improving predictors of financial 
failure. Therefore, if the model prediction is devised on base 
of the variance of the cash flow, incomes and expenses, the 
total risk can be minimized and the prediction is improved 
[6]. 

Deakin proposed an alternative model, applying the 
discriminant analysis to predict business failure that can 
avoid substantial losses to creditors and stockholders [7]. 

Later, Altman proposed the Zeta model which consists of 
53 bankrupt firms and 58 non-bankrupt entities. He selected 
27 variables that can be classified in five groups as 
profitability, coverage and other earnings relative to 
leverage measures, liquidity, capitalization ratios, earnings 
variability, and a few miscellaneous measures [8]. 

Zmijewski transformed the Zeta model (based on a 
logistic regression) into a Probit model by using the Normal 
distribution instead of the logistic function at the moment of 
calculating bankruptcy probabilities [9]. 

The discriminant analysis in failure prediction was the 
method used until 1980´s. The logistic analysis replaced this 
method. Afterwards, the neural networks, genetic 
algorithms and logit analysis leads to different failure 
prediction models [10]. 

 
 

 
A multilogit approach was developed and tested by Peel 

and Peel with the purpose of predicting the probability and 
timing of corporate failure [11]. Additionally, it was later 
modified by Richard, Allaway and Womack to examine 
when if-and-when consumers will choose [12].  

Lehto also used a multilogit model to estimate the 
probabilities that a firm will acquire or become a target for a 
Merger or Acquisition, by establishing three different 
categories for the possible results [13]. 

Anandarajan and Lee rather than use multiple financial 
ratios, included a single variable of financial distress into a 
genetic algorithm neural network model [14] and support 
vector regression [15]. 

 

III. METHODOLOGY 

A score summarizes the information contained in factors 
that affect default probability. Standard scoring models take 
the most straightforward approach by linearly combining 
those factors. Let x denote the factors (their number is K) 
and b the weights (or coefficients) attached to them; we can 
represent the score that we obtain in scoring instance i as: 
 

 
 

Where i = 1, 2,... n for a total of n observations. 
Therefore, each observation i considers the indicators 
associated to a specific company in a given year of study. 

It is convenient to have a shortcut for this expression. 
Collecting the b’s and the x’s in column vectors b and x we 
can rewrite the previous equation to: 
 

 
 

If the model is to include a constant b1, we set xi1 =1 for 
each i. Assume, for simplicity, that we have already agreed 
on the choice of the factors x – what is then left to determine 
is the weight vector b. Usually, it is estimated on the basis 
of the observed default behavior. 

Upon defaulting, firms often stay in default for several 
years; in such cases, we would not use the observations 
following the year in which default occurred. The default 
information is stored in the variable yi. It takes the value 1 if 
the firm defaulted in the year following the one for which 
we have collected the factor values, and zero otherwise. 

The scoring model should predict a high default 
probability for those observations that defaulted and a low 
default probability for those that did not. In order to choose 
the appropriate weights b, we first need to link scores to 
default probabilities. This can be done by representing 
default probabilities as a function F of scores: 
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Like default probabilities, the function F should be 
constrained to the interval from 0 to 1; it should also yield a 
default probability for each possible score. The 
requirements can be fulfilled by a cumulative probability 
distribution function. A distribution often considered for 
this purpose is the logistic distribution. The logistic 
distribution function Λ(Z)  is defined as : 
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Therefore: 
 

 
              

The models that link information to probabilities using 
the logistic distribution function are called logit models and 
have a similar graph as the following: 
 

 

 
Fig. 2. Logistic Function 

 
Having collected the factors x and chosen the distribution 

function F, a natural way of estimating the weights b is the 
maximum likelihood method (ML). According to the ML 
principle, the weights are chosen such that the probability of 
observing the given default behavior is maximized. 

The first step of the maximum likelihood estimation is to 
set up the likelihood function [16]. For a borrower that 
defaulted (Yi=1), the likelihood of observing this is: 
 

 
 

For a borrower that did not default (Yi=0), the likelihood 
function is: 

 

 
 

The two later formulae can be combined as follows: 
 

 
 

Assuming that defaults are independent, the likelihood of 
a set of observations is just the product of the individual 
likelihoods: 

 

 

 
 
 
 
For maximization purposes the next logarithm likelihood 

function is more adequate: 
 

 
 
The later function can be maximized by using the 

classical optima conditions; than means the first and second 
derivatives with respect to b. As is well known an equation 
is established by setting to zero the next first derivative: 

 
 

 
 

Newton’s method works very well for solving the later 
equation; then this solution is used in the second optimal 
condition which deals with the second derivatives. Thus, we 
obtain: 

 

 
 

Next, the variables (xi’s) are analyzed in order to estimate 
the probability as follows: 
 
 Industrial Corporations  
 

A total of 48 variables were considered (31 qualitative 
and 18 quantitative) as described in the table below. 
Additionally, we considered for this study the performance 
of 12 companies through the period 2010 – 2012 (with a 
total of 36 observations). 

 
Table I. Industrial Variables 
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Table II. Financial Variables 

 
 
 Retail Corporations  
 

The same variables as those for Industrial Corporations 
are established with the following changes: 
 

Table III.  Retail Variables 

 
 
   Service Corporations  
 

As the ones as those of Industrial Corporations with the 
following changes: 
 

Table IV.  Service Variables 

 
 

It is important to note that qualitative variables were 
assigned with a value of “0” in case of negative result and 
“1” if it was positive. 

 

IV. RESULTS 

 Industrial Corporations 
 

A total of 34 variables were eliminated in the first part or 
the selection process. This was done as some of them were 
linearly dependent with other variables or because the 
significance value or their coefficients (p-value) was equal 
to 1. In the second part of the process a step wise procedure 
was followed in order to find the most significant variables 
at a 10% level for Alpha. The results are summarized in the 
following Table: 

 
Table V.  The most significant variables in Industrial Corporations 

 
 

 
   Where: 
           x4 = Efficient communication channels 
         x16 = Profit generation is positive compared to    

                   industry 
         x33 = Treasury ratio 
 

The LR test implies that the Logistic Regression is highly 
significant (as the p-value = 0.00014708, less than 1%).  
The hypothesis that these 3 variables add nothing to the 
prediction can be rejected with high confidence.  
Additionally, each variable’s p-value is below 10%. 
 
 Retail Corporations 
 

A total of 31 variables were eliminated in the first part or 
the selection process. The process for eliminating non-
significant variables was the same as for the Industrial 
Corporations. The results are summarized in the following 
Table: 

 
Table VI.  The most significant variables in Retail Corporations 

 
 
Where: 
     x7 = Clear sales objectives 
      x35 = Accounts receivable turnover ratio 
 

The LR test implies that the Logistic Regression is highly 
significant (as the p-value = 0.00395124, less than 1%).  
The hypothesis that these 2 variables add nothing to the 
prediction can be rejected with high confidence. 
Additionally, each variable’s p-value is below 10%. 

 
 Service Corporations 

 
A total of 30 variables were eliminated in the first part or 

the selection process. 
The process for eliminating non-significant variables was 

the same as for the Industrial and Retail Corporations. The 
results are summarized in the following Table: 

 
Table VII.  The most significant variables in Services Corporations 

 
    Where: 
        x2 = Well Defined objectives and goals 
         x31 = Working capital ratio 
 

The LR test implies that the Logistic Regression is highly 
significant (as the p-value = 0.021272473, less than 5%).  
The hypothesis that these 2 variables add nothing to the 
prediction can be rejected with high confidence. 
Additionally, each variable’s p-value is below 10%. 

V. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, the model developed is significantly more 
accurate predicting the risk in small and medium enterprises 
in Mexico. The logit techniques with qualitative and 
quantitative variables organized by several groups are 
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applied: Qualitative (Management, Market, Finance, 
Production, commercialization, service, and Human capital) 
and Quantitative (including financial ratios of liquidity, 
activity, leverage, profitability, and others).  

Firstly a strategic a diagnosis were performed by applying 
the Likert scale in order to evaluate the areas of the 
enterprise; then each attribute was quantified as a boolean 
variable. Therefore a logit method could be applied. In 
addition, the financial ratios were obtained from the 
accounting of evaluated enterprises. The relevant variables 
were obtained using a hypothesis test. Because in this 
method the variables are organized by the relevance of each 
of them, different strategies can be performed. In addition 
this methodology can consider different kind of 
organization, the application is completely general. As 
future works, this methodology can be adapted with new 
regression methods such as neural networks, and support 
vector machines. 
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